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Discipline Paths and Outcomes
Real estate professionals (often called “agents”) in Ontario must follow the Real Estate and Business Brokers
Act, 2002 (REBBA 2002) including a Code of Ethics. If they breach these rules, there are various discipline
paths and outcomes, depending on the severity of the offence.
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Minor offences

• RECO Dispute Resolution (RDR)
• RECO helps the parties discuss the
complaint and possible solutions

• RECO Registrar makes decision
• Examples of potential penalties:
- Given a warning
- Ordered to take an educational course
- Required to make a correction, such as
fix an advertisement

More serious offences
(Breaches of
Code of Ethics)

9% of
complaints
fall into
these two
categories

Does RECO have
authority to deal
with the complaint?

• Matter goes to
Discipline Hearing
• RECO prosecutes
• Discipline Committee
makes decision
• Examples of potential
penalties:
- Ordered to take
educational courses
- Salespeople and
brokers ordered to pay
a fine of up to $50,000;
brokerages ordered
to pay a fine of up
to $100,000

(Breaches of REBBA 2002
other than Code of Ethics)

Most serious offences
(Breaches of REBBA 2002 or very
serious registrant misconduct)

• Matter goes to Provincial
Offences Court
• RECO prosecutes
• Justice of the Peace or
judge makes decision
• Examples of potential
penalties:
- Individuals: fines of
up to $50,000 and/or
prison terms of up to
2 years less a day
- Corporations: fines of
up to $250,000

• RECO's most serious remedy:
Registrar proposes to revoke, refuse to
renew, suspend, or attach conditions
to registration of registrant
• If registrant doesn’t appeal, Registrar
carries out proposal
• If registrant appeals, Licence Appeal
Tribunal makes decision
• If the Registrar proposes to suspend
or revoke a registration, the Registrar
may also issue an immediate
suspension order if the Registrar
considers it in the public interest

Examples of typical offences—from minor to serious*
RECO receives more than 2,000 complaints annually. Every case is unique and there are many potential
outcomes. This chart is a snapshot of the kinds of infractions we see and possible outcomes that may result.
A registrant makes an error that costs money to fix (for example, a registrant loses a key) // RECO Dispute Resolution The parties agree to settle their dispute when registrant agrees to cover costs of changing the locks
A registrant breaks an advertising rule (for example, the advertisement doesn’t clearly state the name of the brokerage)
// issued a warning

LESS

A registrant repeatedly breaks an advertising rule // issued a warning, required to take educational course and
corrective action, such as establishing and following a policy
A registrant gives a client access to a home that is for sale, but doesn’t accompany the client // breach of Code of Ethics,
$6,000 fine

SEVERITY
OF OFFENCE

A registrant makes a promise to give a client a rebate and does not keep the promise // breach of Code of Ethics,
$6,000 fine
A registrant fails to disclose pertinent information to all buyers, giving unfair advantage to one buyer (for example, not
disclosing that one of the buyer’s representative is waiving commission) // breach of Code of Ethics, $10,000 fine
A registrant signs a document as a witness when in fact they were not a witness // breach of Code of Ethics,
$12,000 - $15,000 fine

MORE

A registrant causes financial harm to a client by signing or doing something on behalf the client (for example, a registrant
representing both a seller and a buyer fails to tell their seller client about a second, higher offer from another buyer)
// breach of Code of Ethics, fine of up to $50,000
A registrant makes an improper declaration on a registration renewal application (for example, the registrant fails to
disclose criminal history) // guilty under REBBA 2002, fine on an individual of up to $50,000 and/or prison term of up
to 2 years less a day and/or proposal to revoke registration
A registrant fails to put a client’s deposit into a trust account // guilty under REBBA 2002, fine on an individual of up
to $50,000 and/or prison term of up to 2 years less a day or fine on a corporation of up to $250,000
A registrant takes money from a trust account without authorization // issued a proposal to suspend or revoke
registration with or without an immediate suspension; must replace funds, faces criminal charges
A registrant commits mortgage fraud // issued a proposal to suspend or revoke registration with or without an
immediate suspension; faces criminal charges

Repeat offenders
RECO recognizes that some infractions are honest mistakes. However, if the same infraction—like breaking
an advertising rule—is made repeatedly, something more serious is happening. Hence, we take a progressive
discipline approach. For example:

1st offence

2nd offence

3rd offence

Warning. Must correct the problem.

Warning + Course. Must correct the
problem. Must take the RECO MCE
Advertising Compliance Course
($225 + HST).

Discipline hearing. A potential fine
of up to $50,000 for the broker of
record and/or up to $50,000 for a
sales representative.

*This is not a legal document. It is intended for consumer education. As such, it is not binding and the information and examples are illustrative
only. There are many variations of offences, discipline paths and outcomes for each breach of REBBA 2002 and the Code of Ethics—not
every possibility is captured here. Phrases like “minor offence” and “serious offence” are used for clarity and simplicity—RECO treats all
complaints and offences seriously.

